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Abstract:

What happens when a person’s exercise of a human right conflicts with another’s enjoyment of a human right? Such is the case when a gay teacher in a Catholic school is fired as the school exercises its right to religious freedom in order to ensure its teachers live lives consistent with Church teaching.

As religious institutions, Catholic schools are protected by a ministerial exception that offers legal immunity to Catholic educational institutions that fire gay and lesbian teachers (teachers are sometimes considered “ministers” by the courts). In many states these firings on the basis of sexual orientation or marital status would constitute a violation of Title VII and would be grounds for a lawsuit; however, religious institutions are protected from such legal recourse from the fired teachers.

The root cause of the controversies between Catholic schools and gay and lesbian teachers is the conflict of human rights between the religious institution’s right to religious freedom and the gay or lesbian teacher’s rights to civic engagement, privacy, and self-determination. This conflict is problematic because the purpose of safeguarding human rights is to protect human dignity; thus, the exercise of a human right in a way that violates another person’s dignity is ultimately self-defeating and must be corrected.

In a thorough analysis of this conflict between gay and lesbian teachers and Catholic schools, this paper explores (1) the nature of the right to religious freedom, (2) the potential reasons for firing gay teachers, and (3) possible ways to adjudicate human rights conflicts in a way that helps safeguard human dignity to the greatest extent possible.
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